Abstract—The current Internet architecture nicely structures functionality into layers of protocols. While this reduces complexity, many tweaks have emerged because of the architecture's limited flexibility. Cross Layer Functionality corrodes the layer boundaries, intermediate layers had to be introduced for protocols like MPLS and IPsec, and middleboxes – like in case of NAT – further complicate the interaction of protocols. To overcome these problems, many publications have proposed modular solutions or protocol composition, allowing software engineering ideas to improve protocol design. Other publications state that instead of choosing a single common network architecture for the Future Internet, it might be advantageous to run multiple different architectures in parallel. We combine both approaches and make it possible to rapidly create and run different network architectures in parallel. While this allows for simplified Future Internet development, it requires the network architecture to be dynamically chosen. This paper not only presents a node architecture enabling the parallel operation of different network architectures but also introduces algorithms for their selection at runtime.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Future Internet will most certainly not be based on the proven yet old TCP/IP layer architecture anymore but on a more versatile network architecture that could be built with flexible protocol composition as presented in [1]–[5], or even on concurrent architectures and network virtualization [6], [7].

A more flexible network architecture and network virtualization lead to greater flexibility and extensibility for future development, especially when used in combination. For one communication association, the optimal solution might be a statically composed of communication protocols similar to TCP/IP, but for another association, a dynamically composed protocol stack without layers could be the much better solution. Such a flexible solution, however, is inherently coupled with a problem: the system must determine the optimal set of network protocols and their configuration at runtime. When additionally using different approaches and virtualization, this becomes choosing the optimal instance of a network architecture at runtime.

For the remainder of this paper we call an instance of a network architecture Netlet. A Netlet implements protocols for a network architecture using one or more approaches. For example, one Netlet could implement today’s TCP/IP using the RNA approach, while another implements a SILO with a network architecture addressing data instead of nodes.

To achieve the goal of choosing the optimal instance of a network architecture at runtime, a flexible and generic meta architecture and selection process is needed. Consequently, this paper presents our node architecture and selection algorithm, which were designed to achieve this.

Our node architecture is a generic framework to instantiate and run different Netlets of arbitrary network architectures and approaches. The node architecture comes with some modifications to today’s application interfaces because several assumptions have changed. For example, today’s IPv4 and IPv6 name resolution is commonly done by the application using a resolver library. This clearly moves the decision of the address and the address family, and thus the network architecture, to the application. Some future network architectures could even choose to not have address but route directly on a name. Consequently, it is advantageous to hide the name resolution from the application and move it to the system, so that the name resolution can be done in respect to the available Netlets.

The node architecture also transparently supports the concept of network virtualization by introducing an abstraction for the network access interface. A necessity when a large number of network architectures is used.

Our selection approach can evaluate different properties of Netlets to choose the Netlet with the optimal communication characteristics for the applications current needs. It allows trade-offs between different aspects, e.g., allowing to optimize for QoS, energy consumption, and security at the same time. When using it with an composition based approach, like SILO, the properties of a Netlet (or in this case a SILO) must be calculated. This can be achieved using our property model and property aggregation.

The paper is structured as follows: After this introduction, we start with related work in Section II. In Section III the node architecture is presented as the basis for running concurrent network architectures. Subsequently, we present the needed algorithms and approaches to choose the “best” network architecture at runtime. Section IV presents how the ratings of different Netlets are compared in comparison with user/application requirements, while the property aggregation is detailed in Section V. The paper closes with Conclusion and Future work in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The SILO architecture [1], [8], [9] consists of composable services that realize fine-grained protocol functions like “end-to-end flow control”. For each service, multiple implementations (methods) may exist. The services needed by an application are layered vertically in a silo and their order is
determined by a global ontology that describes precedence relations between them. SILO’s focus is more on the tuning of a given SILO at runtime than trying to compose the optimal SILO for a given application. We conclude that SILO can easily be extended by our algorithm since our approach can evaluate the properties of a SILO and therefore calculate the utility of it. This allows the automatic selection of the “best” SILO available.

A flexible architecture for non-layered protocols is proposed by [2]. Protocols are replaced with roles, which have neither strict order nor defined headers in the data units. While this approach is more powerful and flexible, it does not elaborate on how requirements and restrictions can be imposed on protocol heaps except sequence rules. The main contribution of [2] is a different approach on packet headers, which can be complemented by choosing the “best” alternative.

The composition of fine-grained protocol functions or services to create application-specific protocols is not a new approach. The Function-Based Communication Subsystem (F-CSS, [3]) allows the instantiation of protocol machines (PMs) for data streams with different requirements. Fine-grained protocol functions (PFs) may be implemented by multiple protocol mechanisms and are configured via protocol parameters. F-CSS defines an interface to the application, which can be used to specify service criteria. While quantitative service criteria (e.g., jitter, latency, rate) and qualitative criteria (e.g., stream synchronization, in-order delivery) influence the actual choice of the used protocol functions and mechanisms, possible side-effects on these criteria resulting from the composition of PFs are not fully considered. With the consideration of quantitative service criteria when selecting among different implementations, the composition algorithm of F-CSS went a bit further than SILO, but did not look into some properties, e.g., security. The F-CSS approach did look into composing a protocol stack and even used input from the application to influence that composition. Using our aggregation and weighting of properties, the changes of properties due to composition and the trade-offs can be reflected. Again, our approach could complement this solution.

RNA [4] attempts to avoid reuse of mechanisms on several layers by providing a single meta-protocol that is instantiated for every layer. The services these instances provide are configurable and thus can be tailored to the need of the upper and lower layer—this way, recapitulation of services is avoided and can be done at the most appropriate instance. The sequencing of fine-grained services follows best current practice and will be fixed within one layer instance. Our approach could also be used together with RNA, since RNA’s current implementation is based on composition of modules, which will be turned on or off at instantiation.

The ANA System Architecture [10] focuses on an indirect interface called Information Dispatch Point (IDP). The smallest units of functionality (Functional Blocks, FBs) are interconnected via such an IDP. This allows for exchanging FBs very flexibly during runtime without disrupting the communication paths. The generic interface provided by the IDP could be easily extended to provide properties of the FBs they are currently connected to. Therefore, complementing the ANA Architecture with the concepts presented in this paper seems to be possible.

The presented approaches focus on the assembling of protocols. While some of them have foreseen the ability to assemble the protocols based on application or user requirements, most of them have no good solution for this yet. All of them, however, can generate a multitude of network stacks, which can be used for communication. In combination with our solution all these and possibly other approaches can run side-by-side and generate many possible network stacks from which our solution can choose. This way, even offline generation and online selection is possible allowing more thorough checking of the generated solutions.

III. THE NODE ARCHITECTURE

The Node Architecture pictured in Figure 1 serves as the basis to support several network architectures concurrently. Together with the aggregation of properties and the selection algorithm presented in this paper, the dynamic selection of network architectures is achieved.

The Node Architecture focuses on the node-local modeling of a node’s internals and how its functionalities relate to each other. Besides the interface definitions between applications, the communication components, and network interfaces, it provides the framework for the implementation of inter-working functionalities and protocols.

In this section, the general outline of the Node Architecture is described to set the context for this paper and the concepts detailed within. For an overview of the overall concept, refer to [11], for more detailed information about the Node Architecture refer to [12].

The Node Architecture defines three fundamental abstractions, which differ from today’s common architectures: The first one is the user application itself. In contrast to today’s socket APIs, the application does not need to resolve names to obtain addresses, nor does it need to know which protocol it has to use—it just has to provide the desired properties of
the communication channel and, if applicable, the name of the remote object or node. The second one is the communication component called Netlet. Unlike today’s protocol stacks, Netlets are flexible in their configurations and might even be exchanged during the life-time of a connection. In general, they bridge the gap between the application’s requirements and the properties of the underlying networks. Access to the underlying networks is provided by the third fundamental abstraction, the Network Access. In contrast to today’s network interfaces a Network Access allows any level of functionality already at the lowest level of abstraction: it might be a physical Network Access, a virtual one, or even one that already provides reliable and secure transport. These network properties may be communicated from the Network Access to the Node Architecture and influence the selection of Netlets.

Netlets are essentially containers for a collection of interworking protocols of a specific network architecture and for a specific task. This could include, e.g., a legacy TCP/IP stack or could be completely new architectures generated by approaches like SILO [1] or RNA [4]. A Netlet might be instantiated for one or more communication associations between a local application and a remote service. Some Netlets might also exist without an application association, which generally applies to network management or control functions, e.g., routing or distributed name resolution.

Unlike today’s network interfaces, the Network Access (NA) is a clean interface to support attachment to any underlying network technology – this could include Ethernet, Bluetooth, or even virtual networks. In fact, this generic interface was designed to transparently allow for network virtualization. NAs may provide properties of the network they are connected to and will be attached to the Network Access Manager.

Netlets connected to the same network usually have some common understanding of the network. At a minimum, there needs to be a common understanding of the frame content and an identifier to allow multiplexing between the communication streams of different Netlets of the same architecture. To avoid such invariants common to all architectures, we allow for architecture specific multiplexers, denoted in Figure 1 through different forms of Netlet bottom connectors.

The Node Architecture allows for running concurrent network architectures side-by-side – each architecture being implemented by a set of Netlets and a multiplexer. Functions needed across architecture borders like naming & addressing and management functionalities are supported as well, in an architecture independent way.

IV. THE SELECTION ALGORITHM

The Selection Algorithm of the node architecture is based on the selection algorithm of Auto-Configuration for Communication Security (ACCS) [13], which we have designed to evaluate the effects and side-effects of adding security protocols to a TCP/IP stack. The selection algorithm compares different candidates and chooses the optimal one, based on user or application requirements. A candidate in the ACCS context is the combination of TCP/IP and one or more security protocols as well as a configuration of that protocol. For the node architecture these candidates are more flexible, they are Netlets that are possibly composed of functional blocks.

When trying to find the optimum, it is important to find a trade-off between different properties of the candidates. Special care is needed for security, therefore, we have introduced a special security property in [13] called Effective Bit Strength (EBS), which will be also used for the new solution. The main idea behind EBS is that an encryption algorithm, for example, is only as strong as the easiest attack against it, even if that means attacking the key exchange.

In the first step of the evaluation of candidates, we filter all candidates based on system policy or user/application requirements. This means candidates that cannot fit the requirements will not be considered later on. The requirements are basically restrictions on the properties of the Netlet, e.g., the energy consumption must be below 100 J.

Based on these properties, we use a well-known decision-theoretic method, i.e., multi-attribute utility analysis (MAUT) [14], to aggregate the results of a candidate with respect to each single property into an overall ranking of each candidate. MAUT structures a complex decision process, which depends on multiple attributes, into a per-attribute utility evaluation. Therefore, for each attribute a utility function has to be defined which maps the value of an attribute to its corresponding utility. A simple exemplary utility function is shown in Figure 2. For valid attribute values, i.e., latency values smaller than the defined maximum, the utility increases with decreasing latency. The curve models the fact that smaller latency values are superlinearly preferred over bigger latency values. Subsequently, to get an overall ranking of the available candidates, the utility values of a candidate’s attributes are aggregated using the weighted sum as aggregation function. By adjusting the weights, one determines the relative importance of attributes, i.e., the share they contribute to the final utility of a candidate. For n attributes a_i, n utility functions u_i(), and n weight parameters w_i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the overall utility U of a candidate is then expressed by Equation 1.

\[
U = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i \cdot u_i(a_i) \tag{1}
\]

This overall rating is then calculated for each candidate and the highest-rated candidate is then chosen for the communication association.

This algorithm was not only designed to allow the node architecture’s decision engine to choose between different Netlets at runtime, but it was also designed for performance. Our current implementation running on standard PC hardware achieves our goals with more than 1000 evaluations of connection request per second.

The determination of a Netlet’s compound properties, which are used as the input into this process, will be presented next (in Section V).
V. DETERMINING THE NETLETS’ COMPOSITE PROPERTIES

As illustrated in Section III, a Netlet is composed of multiple functional blocks, each of which provides a certain service, e.g., realizing reliable data transfer or applying cryptographic functions. Thereby, each functional block influences the overall behavior of a Netlet. As it is possible that multiple Netlets are available, it is desirable to allow for comparison of Netlets with respect to the effects they cause, e.g., the increase in latency. Therefore, we need to derive a Netlet’s overall behavior from the behavior of individual functional blocks, which we assume to be known. On the overall behavior of a Netlet, it is then possible to apply the decision mechanism presented in Section IV. Therefore, in this section we present a method to determine the overall behavior of a Netlet. For the remainder of this section, we will use the notation shown in Table I.

| \( \beta_i \) | Functional Block \( i \) |
| \( \Psi_i \) | Effects of Functional Block \( i \) |
| \( \Xi \) | Global State |
| \( \varphi \) | Properties of the data stream |
| \( \varphi_i \) | Properties after Functional Block \( i \) |
| \( f \) | Transfer function |

Referring to Figure 3, we will now explain our notation. Without loss of generality, assume that functional blocks \( \beta_i \) are ordered corresponding to their order of execution. The input to Netlet 1 is then processed by the functional blocks 1 to \( n \) where \( n \) is the number of functional blocks, which affect the input while passing through with \( \Psi_1 \) to \( \Psi_n \), respectively. We express the experienced effects of a functional block to the properties \( \varphi \) using the transfer function shown as Equation 2.

\[
\varphi_i = f(\varphi_{i-1}, \Psi_i, \Xi) \tag{2}
\]

The transfer function is parameterized using \( \Psi_i \) which describes the effect of a functional block on the properties. The global state contains information about the node and its interfaces. The overall effects of a Netlet on the properties can then be described by Equation 3

\[
\varphi_n = f(...f(\varphi_0, \Psi_1, \Xi), \Psi_{n-1}, \Xi), \Psi_n, \Xi) \tag{3}
\]

where \( \varphi_0 \) corresponds to initial properties of the input. These initial properties also include a traffic profile of the application, i.e., a discrete packet size distribution.

After this short introduction into our notation, we will now focus on the modeling of sample properties and possible effects of functional blocks on these properties. Thus, showing how to determine the properties of a Netlet.

The first example will focus on latency of the data processing. Since Latency is cumulative, the latency of a Netlet can be estimated by summing up the Functional Blocks’ individual latencies. So the effect on the property would be based on the add operation, as in Equation 4.

\[
\varphi_n^a = \varphi_{n-1}^a + \Delta_n^a \tag{4}
\]

Functional Block \( n \) will add \( \Delta_n^a \) to the latency. This increment is commonly dependent on the hardware executing the Functional Block, which could be a CPU core or dedicated hardware. Furthermore, the latency added by a functional block might also depend on global state, like the current frequency of the execution unit, i.e., \( \Delta_n^a \) depends on \( \Xi \). The modeling of latency is very similar to that of energy consumption. The Functional Blocks also add \( \Delta_n^e \) to the overall property and the energy consumption depends on the execution unit and, e.g., its current frequency.

Both energy consumption and latency also depend on the length of processed data. Considering the length of data units is very challenging because it often changes. We therefore choose length as the next example of a property.

Whenever an application sends data, the Netlet, through which the application communicates, might need to add additional data, e.g., for headers or address fields. This increases the length of the data. The most simple model for length could therefore just add a \( \Delta \):

\[
\varphi_l^i = \varphi_{l-1}^i + \Delta_l^i \tag{5}
\]

The amount of additional data \( \Delta_l^i \) may, however, depend on the original size of the data transmitted. Therefore, the application has to specify a predicted communication behavior. Since most applications do not only communicate with a single data sizes, we use a traffic profile. The traffic profile specifies the distribution of a limited number of data sizes, representing
the expected traffic. Bulk data transfers, for example, try to transport a large amount of data in one direction and only transfer a small amount of control data in the opposite direction. When looking at the data units, it is clear that for one direction the probability of large data units is high and for smaller ones low, while for the opposite direction the probabilities are the opposite: a high probability for small data units and a small probability for large data units.

Another functional block might not just increase the length by a constant $\Delta l_i$ but could increase the data length based on the original data length. Block-based cryptography, for instance, might need to pad the data before processing; effectively increasing the data to the nearest block size $b$:

$$\rho_i^l = \left\lceil \frac{\rho_{i}^{l-1}}{b} \right\rceil \cdot b \quad (6)$$

Also a decrease in length is possible, e.g., by using data compression. However, one must differentiate between two cases: predictable compression and unpredictable compression. In the first case we can predict the changes to the length. This is usually the case with header compression algorithms. The unpredictable compression, however, is more difficult to handle. Some data compression algorithms could even increase the length by adding meta data, when the data is uncompressed. While this can be modeled with a stochastic models, the negative effects of the unpredictability of data compression may be reduced by allowing the data compression only to be used on data streams and not on data units. Negative runtime effects of the increased data unit size, like today’s fragmentation, can be also avoided this way.

The previous examples showed how the functional building blocks influence transported data. Energy Consumption and Length are just examples for influenced properties to present our approach. We have also looked at other properties, e.g., latency jitter, bandwidth, packet loss rate, bit error rate, and effective bit strength.

In this paper, we presented our architecture and approach to support running different network architectures in parallel and selecting the “best” at runtime. The node architecture allows running concurrent network architectures side-by-side. This is done by seamlessly integrating virtualization using a Network Access abstraction with a modified application interface, which allows late-binding name resolution. By using our model of properties, interactions of functional blocks, and a modified selection approach, the goal of selecting the “best” network architecture at runtime is achieved.

In addition, our system allows to react to changing situations by re-evaluating the properties. For example, changing the network protocols because of security issues or the current state of underlaying (virtual) networks is possible. Also, different approaches for building protocol stacks can be used in parallel. Choosing the “best” one makes these approaches compete for every connection.

Future work includes adding a model for the (virtualized) network between the nodes. The major challenge will be to examine how properties of the protocol building blocks influence the path through the network and how that in turn influences other properties.

We are in touch with members of the RNA and SILO projects to discuss and evaluate our approach using different architectures. Future work, therefore, includes integrating RNA’s and SILO’s approaches with our implementation and evaluating this combination.
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